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FIELD TRIP



A one-shot adventure for Chuubo’s Marvelous Wish-Granting Engine
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So here’s what you need to know. Seven years ago, when you were (probably) very young, the Sun died. A new sun rose, of course, but it’s just a ball of flaming gas, rather than the incarnation of hope that once walked the streets of your Town. A lot of things were wrapped up in the death of the Sun, but they don’t really matter, except for one simple fact: when the Sun died, she took most things with her. Reality dissolved into the formless mass of the Outside, a raging storm of chaos and doubt. Fortunately, not everything went away. Town is still here. It’s the centre of the universe, effectively, with a population of maybe 80,000 people – mostly human, but with a lot of vampires, spirits, and foot-tall sentient Rats. Town only has one high school, which is just called School, and you are a student there. Town also has a lot of neighborhoods. There’s the simple, friendly region of Fortitude, where people look after each other and hard work is rewarded. There’s the ominous streets of Horizon, where your School is, ruled by the lord of all evil and presided over by dark magic and nervous nights. There’s the fast-paced shops in Arcadia, where everyone is rushing to find a bargain, and you always end up getting a little more than you need. There’s Little Island, where the temple to the Old Sun lies, and Bluebell Park, where the Outside is strong. And then… And then there’s Old Molder. It was the centre of industry, a long time ago, but now it’s a ruin. The streets are choked with plants and dangerous animals. The people, those few who still live here, are strange. Many of them are not human, and while not being human doesn’t inherently make you strange, it makes fitting in that much harder if you are. There are still a few old shops, and a few old factories, but things here are strange, and dangerous, and above all else exciting. It probably makes sense that Zoë Rosewood, your English teacher, decided to have a field trip here. After all, there is poetry in Old Molder’s ruined factories, and also Zoë is an ogre, so she’s pretty much indestructible. But the Principal maybe should have considered having more chaperones… Field Trip is a Chuubo’s one-shot adventure for four to seven people, taking place over the course of three to five chapters. It covers a trip to an old factory, Happy Times Parts and Toys, where some students decide to have an adventure of their own, and then dark magic collides with extra-curricular studies and youthful adventures. It can be run in a single long sitting, or in two or three shorter sessions. Players will take on the following roles:  Chuubo, the Ordinary Student, who made the mistake of wishing for this to be the most exciting field trip ever,  Edony Margueritte, the Weird Kid, who is convinced that something strange is going on and won’t rest until she makes sure it’s true,  Rinley Yatskaya, the Class Clown, who isn’t so much looking for trouble as just someone who considers trouble a friend,  Seizhi Schwan, the Class Rep, who is trying to deal with an existential crisis by taking on so many problems that his own start to look small,  Souen Shonen, the Popular Kid, who considers himself to be too cool for school and is about to be proven right,  Zoë Rosewood, the Chaperone, who was really starting to regret this entire idea even before everything starts going disastrously wrong, and  The Hollyhock God (HG), who manages the scenery and helps the players out.
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A Quick Summary of the Rules Chuubo’s is a game of narrative management and emotional exploration, in which you develop and explore a story with the assistance of the Hollyhock God (or HG), who manages the scenery and minor characters with whom you interact (at least most of the time.) Play will take place over a series of chapters, which generally each take up 45-90 minutes of real time. Each chapter is then divided into a number of scenes, which cover distinct periods of time and usually take about 10-20 minutes of real time. During gameplay, you will be either taking actions through building Intentions, or advancing your quests. Character Sheet: Your character sheet has four traits on it – your Skills, your Bond, your Connections, and your Affliction. Your Skills are a list of four fairly broad capabilities that define your characters. They’re fairly self-explanatory. Your Bonds are facts that are true about you, or are true about the setting. You can use this to give yourself an advantage, or to get into trouble, but they’re always generally true. Your Connections are special skills that only apply to actions made to help or understand a specific person. Finally, your Affliction is a fact that is miraculously true; mundane actions can’t contradict it, and events arrange themselves to keep it true. Taking Actions: Intentions are actions that you take in order to advance your goals. An Intention could be as simple as “Get away from my chaperone”, or as complex as “Keep everyone present safe”. Intentions last until you choose to declare them complete, failed, or no longer relevant, but you can only have two Intentions active at a time. To create an Intention, you spend your Will, of which you have a pool of 8. You may spend either 1, 2, 4, or 8 Will on a single Intention. If you have one or more Skills or Connections on your sheet that apply to the Intention, you add the highest-rated one to your result, and if you have one or more Bonds that apply, you add an extra +2. Finally, the HG can apply an Obstacle to reduce the Intention. Your final Intention rating determines whether your action must have an effect on the world, whether it’s productive, effective, cool, or just plain perfect. Your HG can always choose to give you a better result than you guarantee, but can never give you a worse result. When two Intentions clash, they will both try to work around each other, but in the case of a direct competition the higher Intention wins and gets its full effect, and then the lower Intention gets whatever it can squeak out. Obstacles represent Intentions that are particularly unlikely to have a useful result. An Obstacle of 1 represents basic opposition. Obstacle 2 represents doing a thing that’s incredibly hard. Obstacle 3 represents something that is barely possible. Obstacle 4 represents something that’s probably impossible, and Obstacle 5 is saved for Intentions that are clearly and utterly impossible (in which case even if you succeed, you’re not likely to get quite the result you wanted, although you’ll get as close as possible). Generally, when you’re affected by an Intention, you’re affected. Things simply happen to you. However, if you wish, you can choose to take a Wound instead. You have Normal Wounds, and a Tough Wound. Normal Wounds represent your ability to shrug off minor injuries, whereas
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Tough Wounds are your ability to survive things that would kill, transform, or emotionally break a person. When you take a Wound, you define it as a special Bond that will probably get you in trouble more than it helps you out. Your Will recovers completely at the start of each chapter. In addition, there are two ways to recover Will inside a chapter. When you declare an Intention complete through proper success or failure, you recover 1 Will. When a Bond gets you in trouble, you recover 2 Will. In both cases, you can’t recover past 8 Will. Quests: In many RPGs, the game master decides on the plot, and the players explore and change it through their actions. In others, the players and game master work together to develop a plot. Chuubos works a little bit differently. In Chuubos, you have a set of Quests that announce to the HG what the outline of your current story is. Based on the resolution of that story, you choose your next outline, and so on. Since this is a one-shot, you don’t have to pick quests. You already have three – a main quest, which relates directly to the story of the field trip, a side quest, which relates to your personal life or interactions with other players, and a basic quest, which is a catchphrase or action that you take frequently. You only actually have to finish your main quest, but working on every quest is a lot of fun! Finishing a quest gives you a small in-game benefit, listed for each quest. Quests are advanced by gaining XP, which can be done in five ways:  Your main quest and side quests have a list of Quest Flavour. Once per chapter, when one of the triggers on your quest occurs, you can claim it and mark 1 XP on the related quest card. You can do this for each of your quests.  Your main and side quests also have three Major Goals. When one of these events occurs, you can mark off the related goal and mark 5 XP on the related quest card. You can claim as many Major Goals as you reach in a chapter, but can only claim two for a single quest.  Your Basic Quest has a special behaviour listed on it instead of normal triggers. Once per scene, you can enact the listed behaviour and mark 1 XP towards that quest.  Each character has an Emotion XP listed on their character sheet. Once per scene, when you make another player express the emotion in question, they can choose to give you one XP, which you can put into any quest. You can give Emotion XP repeatedly in a scene, but only gain it once.  Each character can take two XP Actions. XP Actions help direct the speed of a chapter, and are triggered when you feel that your character is taking a particular course of action that suits the campaign’s genre. For the purpose of Field Trip, you have the following four XP Actions: o Science, Faith, and Sorcery, where you come up with a theory about how things work or why they’re happening, and then test it. o Decisive Action, where you decide to do something that can’t be undone. o Wicked Action, where you decide to do something you know is wrong, and o Be In Trouble, where you get in a lot of trouble. Whenever a player takes an XP Action, one XP is added to the “XP Pot”, which the HG tracks. At the end of each chapter, the HG divides this XP out evenly between the players, keeping any extra for future chapters, and players may spend it on any of their quests.
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The Characters Following are the character summaries and sheets for each of the six characters in Field Trip. Each character is arranged as follows: 1. Character Name. Each character has a default name, or an alternate name if their player would like to play them as a different gender. 2. A brief summary of what your character is like, and what they’re hoping for. 3. What Makes You Different: Each of these six characters are not quite normal. They have supernatural heritage, abilities, or destinies that modify their lives. This section explains what that is. 4. Your Traits: This section explains in depth your Skills, your unique Bond, your Affliction and your Emotion XP. 5. Your Character Sheet. This one-page sheet summarizes all of your Traits, as well as the Intention and Obstacle charts. 6. Your Quests. This section covers the summaries and quest cards for your personal story. General Bonds: The setting of Field Trip has three Bonds of its own – colloquially, these are known as ‘Region Properties’, but we’re just calling them Bonds today. These are facts that are generally true about the setting. You don’t actually have to follow them, but you’re encouraged to, because they boost your Intentions when they’re useful, and give you extra Will when obeying them gets you in trouble. The three Bonds of this game are: People Must Want To Explore People Must Abandon Things They Don’t Need Strangers Must Act Worse Than They Really Are So keep that in mind! They’ll be on your character sheet to help you out.
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Chuubo (or Shokyu) The Ordinary Student You’re an ordinary student, from an ordinary family, with a pretty ordinary set of skills and hobbies. You’re a nice kid, you daydream in class a lot and sometimes get in trouble, and you’re just a little bit too curious for your own good. You have a few friends, but not many, and you’re pretty excited about this field trip because you spend most of your time in Horizon and Fortitude, so coming up to Old Molder is sort of a big deal. Plus, factories are cool! What Makes You Different? Nothing! You’re totally ordinary. Oh, I guess there is one little thing. You did build an engine that can grant wishes. Specifically, once per week it can grant any wish that you make. You don’t think this is particularly unusual, though, is it? Anyway, your Marvelous Wish-Granting Engine isn’t likely to be much of a deal today. You already made your wish for this week, when you wished for this to be the most exciting field trip ever. Ms. Rosewood covered dramatic irony in class, but you weren’t really paying attention. Your Traits You have four Skills; this isn’t everything that you can do, it’s just the things you do that are usually noticeably productive or useful to you. For a start, you’re a passable Student. When you focus on schoolwork, write reports, or remember things that have been taught in class, it can help you out of jams. You are also very good with Kindness. When you show kindness to others, it tends to work out for you. You’re pretty good at Domestic Tasks – cleaning up, cooking for people, that sort of thing tends to work out pretty well for you. Finally, you have an odd facility with Daydreaming – this really should cause problems, but actually it tends to help you out! Also, take a look to the left and the right. Write down the names of the characters sitting there; these are your friends, and you have Connections to them. When you act to help or understand them, you can treat these as skills. If the Class Rep is around, they’ve probably made sure to be sitting next to you, since they’re your best friend. Next, you have a unique Bond, “People can see and affect my daydreams”. This is exactly what it sounds like. When you start daydreaming, people can notice, and they can definitely reach into your daydreams and mess them up. This is one-way; if you daydream a cake, someone can crush it, but they can’t eat it and gain nourishment. A noisemaker might distract someone, but it can’t deafen them. Finally, you have an Affliction – you are Ordinary. No matter what happens, no matter what weird magic you might display, people will agree that you’re just a normal kid. Even if you turned into a giant snake! Normal kid. This doesn’t actually stop you from doing unusual things. It just means that those things are also considered normal, by cosmic law.
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Your Emotion XP is “Facepalm”. When you do something that makes someone else at the table just want to put their head in their hands at your poor judgement, they can give you an XP. You can only get one XP per scene this way. Main Quest: What Does This Do? You made a wish yesterday, to have the most exciting field trip ever! And you plan to make sure that you follow that wish, by exploring this ruined factory, seeing if any of the machinery still works, and generally having a grand time! The fact that there are all sorts of horrible dangers everywhere isn’t going to phase you. While everyone else is dealing with heady problems and emotional issues, you’re just poking around curiously. You’ll be getting into trouble when machines unexpectedly activate, running into slightly wacky situations, and throwing off the cunning plans of villains when you innocently trigger their deathtraps way too early. In the end, you will probably save the day by mistake – or you might instead realize that people are hurting, and give up on your fun to help them. When you finish this quest, you’ve learned something! Mark your ‘Student’ skill up to 2. Side Quest: A New Friend While you’re excited about the factory, you’re just as excited about something else. You’ve become interested in one of your classmates, and you think that the two of you are going to become great friends! The thing is, they’re maybe not as sure about this. That’s why it’s so important to make this field trip great for them. It’s not just about butting into someone’s life, although you might be doing some of that. You’re going to learn more about them, help them to learn more about you, and work to figure out the things that you have in common. Choose another PC that you don’t already have a Connection to. Ideally, you want someone who isn’t going to easily reciprocate – Souen or even Zoe are great choices, but Edony’s a pretty good backup. Probably not Rinley? You might not actually have a choice (and in fact, if there are only three players in the game you’re going to have to choose a major NPC instead.) That’s the person you’re going to befriend. At the end of the quest, you either formally make friends, or else you realize that while they’re pretty cool, the two of you don’t have much in common. Either way, you’ll get to add them as a Connection [2] on your character sheet. Basic Quest: The Heart of the Matter Everyone always acts like the world is huge and complicated, but you’re pretty sure that there are simple reasons for things to happen. People just get kind of worked up about everything. Once per scene, when the situation gets complicated and people start to disagree, you can try to react to the strangeness by finding something simple and easy that you think might be at the root of things. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token – a special token that you can spend in order to regain all of your Will. You can only spend your Recharge Token once, so choose wisely!
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The Ordinary Student Emotion XP: Facepalm



Skills



Intention Chart



(Add Best Rating to Intention)






Kindness: 3 Domestic Tasks: 2



1



Student: 2 Daydreaming: 1



2



Connection [2]: Connection [2]:



3



Bonds



4



(Add +2 to Intention) People Must Want To Explore People Must Abandon Things They Don’t Need Strangers Must Act Worse Than They Really Are People can See and Affect My Daydreams



Affliction I Am Ordinary Wounds Normal: Normal: Tough:



5 6 7 8 9+



attempt to do things, but only make things worse; use your Skill in such a fashion as to please yourself and make you happy; accomplish a task; have a tangible impact on the world; do something “correctly;” impress people around you; do something effective—something that moves you closer to your goals; do something productive—something that makes your life better. do something that looks dang good— impressive, dramatic, and cool; do something really effective, moving you a lot closer to your goals; do something really productive—it will make your life a lot better; do the “right thing,” for some fuzzy definition of right.



Intention: Will + A Skill + A Bond – An Obstacle



XP ACTIONS Science, Faith, and Sorcery: Propose a theory, and then test it out! Decisive Action: Decide on a course of action that can’t be taken back. Wicked Action: Take an action that you know is wrong. Be In Trouble: Get in serious trouble (physical, emotional, whatever). QUESTS Main Quest: What Does This Do?



Explore the factory and accidentally cause trouble!



Side Quest: A New Friend



Get to know someone you aren’t close to.



Basic Quest: The Heart of the Matter



Look for the simple thrust of a complicated situation.
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Edony (or Luther) Marguerite The Weird Kid The other kids all think that you’re kind of weird, and you don’t have a lot of friends; everyone kind of accepts you, but you aren’t close to most of them. This is in part because you’re not from around here. You didn’t grow up with Pancake Week, or the temple of the Sun, or local teashops and bicycles and all of that. Things that other people take for granted are still a little strange to you. Part of it is that you don’t like to toe the line. When you have ideas, you share them, and you don’t care too much if everyone thinks that’s strange. The people who really matter will appreciate it, after all! What Makes You Different? You are an elf. Well, more specifically, you’re an exchange student. You were exchanged for a human child, from the faerie realms, and you only remember bits and pieces of your old land, plus what you’ve managed to gather since you ended up on your own in Town. You’re an orphaned changeling, and you live in a ruined house on the edge of Old Molder and pretty much take care of yourself with your magical ability to just kind of make people think you’re supposed to be around. It just… doesn’t get you past the edge of the group. Which is fine! It’s really okay. At least you’re not totally alone, right? Your Traits You have four Skills; this isn’t everything that you can do, it’s just the things you do that are usually noticeably productive or useful to you. You are, of course, a Student. When you focus on schoolwork, write reports, or remember things that have been taught in class, it can help you out of jams. You are notably Fearless, and your ability to stand up to scary situations works out well for you. You are also very good at Sneaking, probably from all the living alone. And you are pretty Alert; you just tend to notice things all the time. Now take a look to the left and the right. Write down the names of the characters sitting there; these are your only friends, and you have Connections to them. When you act to help or understand them, you can treat these as skills, and you probably care more about them than the other PCs. Next, you have a unique Bond, “Changeling”. You naturally fit into groups, taking on whatever social role will let you participate in their activities without anyone questioning your presence. You could be sitting in the teacher’s lounge, playing on the playground, or planning a heist with a bunch of bank robbers, and this Bond will help you convince them it’s okay for you to be there, because you’re totally one of them. Finally, you have an Affliction – My Monologues Can’t Be Interrupted. When you give a dramatic speech, no one is allowed to interrupt it, attack you, or stop paying attention to you. They can do other things, as long as they’re quiet and don’t mess the speech up. Your Emotion XP is “Speechlessness”. When you do or say something that leaves another player gaping at you in shock and unable to process your thoughts, they can give you an XP. You can only get one XP per scene this way.
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Main Quest: The Starry-Eyed Elf You’re on this field trip because… well, because it’s a class field trip, let’s be honest. You technically already live here in Old Molder, and you don’t really care much about a bunch of rusting machines. It might be a chance to collect a spider you haven’t seen before, and it’s always nice to spend time with other students, but you don’t really care. Except that you’re about to. Because there are dangerous people in this factory, and one of them is an elf, just like you1. Well – almost just like you. Instead of being swapped for a kid here in Town, they were left somewhere much more dangerous. Their eyes are pits of endless void in which you can see the stars fall, and they’re totally preaching the joy of nonexistence and the value of a formless state. They’re a student at the Bleak Academy, where the Riders serve the Headmaster, who is known as Death. You’ve never met another elf before, and this new elf hasn’t, either. Neither of you remember your homes, and you’re probably destined to fight. But along the way, you really want to get to know them. Upon completing this quest, whether you can convert your fellow elf or have to defeat them, you’ll be learning to pay more attention. You will raise your Alert to 2. Side Quest: The Unsung Hero You’re likely to be the first one to realize something is really wrong – more wrong than just a normal field trip. You’re going to try to protect everyone, and they’re kind of generally not going to notice. You’ll be throwing yourself into danger, stopping problems that melt away after they fail to obliterate someone, and just generally getting hurt with very little in the way of thanks. In the end, either people will properly recognize you for your hard work, or else they won’t and it’ll be a bittersweet joke that you saved them anyway, or maybe you will get frustrated and just stop trying. But either way, you’ll get to add a new Bond to your sheet – either “I’m there when you need me”, or “I’m there when you get hurt”. Your choice! Basic Quest: Just Like Home You are not from around here, and even when you try to cover up that fact and behave just like everyone else, you end up messing up, referencing something from your young childhood that you half-remember as delightful but everyone else thinks is scary, or not knowing a common thing that everyone else bonds over, or not understanding that something is really, really dangerous. Once per scene, when something scary or worrying happens, you can react with delight and explain how this is just like back home, and claim one XP. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token – a special token that you can spend in order to regain all of your Will. You can only spend your Recharge Token once, so choose wisely!



1



If your name is Edony, he’s probably Luther! If you are Luther, she is probably Edony.
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The Weird Kid Emotion XP: Speechlessness



Skills



Intention Chart



(Add Best Rating to Intention)






Sneaking: 3 Fearless: 3



1



Student: 1 Alert: 1



2



Connection [2]: Connection [2]:



3



Bonds



4



(Add +2 to Intention) People Must Want To Explore People Must Abandon Things They Don’t Need Strangers Must Act Worse Than They Really Are Changeling



Affliction My Monologues Can’t Be Interrupted Wounds Normal: Normal: Tough:



5 6 7 8 9+



attempt to do things, but only make things worse; use your Skill in such a fashion as to please yourself and make you happy; accomplish a task; have a tangible impact on the world; do something “correctly;” impress people around you; do something effective—something that moves you closer to your goals; do something productive—something that makes your life better. do something that looks dang good— impressive, dramatic, and cool; do something really effective, moving you a lot closer to your goals; do something really productive—it will make your life a lot better; do the “right thing,” for some fuzzy definition of right.



Intention: Will + A Skill + A Bond – An Obstacle



XP ACTIONS Science, Faith, and Sorcery: Propose a theory, and then test it out! Decisive Action: Decide on a course of action that can’t be taken back. Wicked Action: Take an action that you know is wrong. Be In Trouble: Get in serious trouble (physical, emotional, whatever). QUESTS Main Quest: The Starry-Eyed Elf



Face off against another changeling child.



Side Quest: The Unsung Hero



Secretly protect everyone from danger.



Basic Quest: Just Like Home



Wax poetic about really strange stuff.
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Rinley Yatskaya The Class Clown You are an adventurous, goofy young child, and you make friends easily, but you’re not so great at focusing in class, and you mouth off to the teacher more than is really wise. You prefer to take life as it comes, working on the things that you’re good at and slacking off when things get rough. On the other hand, you’re friendly and funny, and you’ve found that everyone loves a good laugh and a cookie. You’ve been able to skirt the edges of trouble with an honestly helpful nature and a ready smile, and while you often frustrate your parents and teachers, you haven’t had any really bad consequences for it. Yet. What Makes You Different? You are from a staggeringly magical family. Your sister is a dread witch, and your brother treats with Death. Your mother was stolen by birds, they say, and the blood of cat-speakers and selkies runs through your veins. You were named for a legendary hero, and while those are some really big shoes to fill, you’ve got more than a bit of the Yatskaya magic in you. Strange and mystical situations are as normal to you as a Sunday dinner, and you can bravado your way through most dangerous situations. Traits You have four Skills; these are the things that you’re most able to handle, that prove particularly productive and useful for you. You are, of course, an exceptional Delinquent. When you’re bucking authority, ducking out of things you don’t want to do, or finding good ways to relax, you can generally make it work. You are pretty Curious, and generally benefit from checking things out. You’re also great at Storytelling; you can make friends and calm things down with a good tall tale about yourself or others. You also have a knack for Cat-Speaking. When you talk to cats, they will answer you. They are still cats, mind you, but it can come in handy. Now take a look to the left and the right. Write down the names of the characters sitting there; these are your best friends, and you have Connections to them. When you act to help or understand them, you can treat these as skills, and you probably care more about them than the other PCs. Next, you have a unique Bond, “I Know Almost Everyone”. You’ve been around the block a few times, and have friends (and angry rivals) everywhere. You can invoke this Bond to generally have familiarity with any PC or NPC, and know their tricks, or get a benefit when you come across someone and declare that they know and dislike you already. Finally, you have an Affliction – Rock Soup. As a child of a magical family, you can sort of make do without tools or necessary objects for tasks, as long as you have a good story to attach instead. You can fix a ladder with literal spit and hope, set a trap by looping a rope around a beam and trusting that it’ll sort itself out, or cook a delicious soup with just a rock and an old hat to hold the water. Your Emotion XP is “Groan”. When you take an action or make a joke that makes another player groan at your sense of humour, they can give you an XP. You can only get one XP per scene this way.
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Main Quest: Let’s Be Merlin There’s some weird stuff happening on this field trip! It looks like dark forces are on the lurk, which happens more often than most people think. But you don’t really want to deal with them. Dealing with dark forces is a Yatskaya family tradition, and it bores you. You would much rather find someone else to deal with these problems. So you’re going to set up another PC to be the big hero of this story, even if they don’t want to. It can be someone that you’re connected to, or just a random person at the table. They’re probably not well-suited to heroism, but you’re going to shove them into heroic situations anyway. It’ll be fun! Well, it’ll be fun for you, and you figure they’ll enjoy it once they get into the spirit of things. When this quest ends, you are probably going to learn a valuable lesson about making people do things that they don’t want to learn, and that lesson is probably not going to stick with you in the long run. Add a new skill to your character sheet – “Help Out 1”. You’ll be better at actually helping people out! Side Quest: A Rip-Roaring Tale It’s not just about making someone super-heroic, though. You like a great story, and you want everything to unfold in a narratively appropriate manner. This will cause some trouble, because other people want things to unfold in ways that are “safe”, or “logical”, or “legal”. Boooring! It’s a good thing that you’re around to help everyone do the really interesting stuff! Finishing this quest, unlike the above, is unlikely to teach you anything, except that stories are a lot of fun and everyone should be happier about being in one. You will get to mark your Storytelling skill up to 2, though. It’s useful to get a lot of extra material for the stories that you tell. Basic Quest: Cheer Up! You are a delinquent, but you aren’t mean-spirited. In fact, you really want everyone else to be happy, and while you like teasing people, you don’t like hurting them. Because of that, when people are honestly upset, you will always try to make them feel better. Once per scene, when someone is sad, scared, or angry, you can start goofing off, offering comfort, or otherwise trying to make them feel better. You have to go a little bit over-the-top, though! You can’t just give someone a hug, you have to find a big way to make them feel better. When you do, you claim experience towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token – a special token that you can spend in order to regain all of your Will. You can only spend your Recharge Token once, so choose wisely!
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The Delinquent Emotion XP: Groan



Skills



Intention Chart



(Add Best Rating to Intention)






Delinquent: 3 Curious: 2



1



Cat-Speaking: 2 Storytelling: 1



2



Connection [2]:



3



Connection [2]: Bonds



4



(Add +2 to Intention) People Must Want To Explore People Must Abandon Things They Don’t Need Strangers Must Act Worse Than They Really Are I Know Almost Everyone



Affliction “Rock Soup” Wounds Normal: Normal: Tough:



5 6 7 8 9+



attempt to do things, but only make things worse; use your Skill in such a fashion as to please yourself and make you happy; accomplish a task; have a tangible impact on the world; do something “correctly;” impress people around you; do something effective—something that moves you closer to your goals; do something productive—something that makes your life better. do something that looks dang good— impressive, dramatic, and cool; do something really effective, moving you a lot closer to your goals; do something really productive—it will make your life a lot better; do the “right thing,” for some fuzzy definition of right.



Intention: Will + A Skill + A Bond – An Obstacle



XP ACTIONS Science, Faith, and Sorcery: Propose a theory, and then test it out! Decisive Action: Decide on a course of action that can’t be taken back. Wicked Action: Take an action that you know is wrong. Be In Trouble: Get in serious trouble (physical, emotional, whatever). QUESTS Main Quest: Let’s Be Merlin



Help someone unleash their full heroic potential!



Side Quest: A Rip-Roaring Tale



Generally work to make things more interesting.



Basic Quest: Cheer Up



Work to keep people from getting down in the dumps.
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Seizhi (or Suzy) Schwan The Class Rep You are a nervous and shy boy, from a strange family of morticians and adventurers. You’re great at schoolwork, and you’re always volunteering to work on some club or special event, so people kind of like you, but you’re also a bit of a nerd and tend to be a bit of a wallflower when you don’t have a job to do. You’re best friends with Chuubo, and often follow him on whatever goofy adventure he gets wrapped up in, but it’s not like being his friend defines you, you know? You’ve got your own things going on. What Makes You Different? It turns out that actually, being Chuubo’s best friend kind of does define you. The thing is, a couple of weeks ago your best friend Chuubo showed you his magical wishgranting engine, which he used to wish to meet you. At least, that’s what he thinks happened. You are pretty sure that his wish actually created you, and the fact that you may not actually have existed until a few months ago is freaking you out. Do you even exist when Chuubo isn’t around? How do you even check something like that? You definitely can’t tell him, because you don’t know how he’ll react, and you don’t want to damage the friendship, so you’re just sort of… sitting with it. Badly. Your Traits You have four Skills; this isn’t everything that you can do, it’s just the things you do that are usually noticeably productive or useful to you. For a start, you’re an exceptional Student. When you focus on schoolwork, write reports, or remember things that have been taught in class, it can help you out of jams. You’re also very good at Worrying. You put together plans and double-check things, and while it’s not great for your peace of mind it sure does have useful results in the world. You also have a knack for Fixing Things, be it stitching a hole in your jacket or fixing up the dishwasher when it breaks. And you are not bad at Continuing to Exist, which you really didn’t think was necessary until recently. Now you think it may be very necessary. Also, take a look to the left and the right. If Chuubo is in the game, and his player isn’t sitting next to you, make people move until he is. Then write down the names of the characters sitting there; these are your good friends, and you have Connections to them. When you act to help or understand them, you can treat these as skills. Next, you have a unique Bond, “I Am Chuubo’s Best Friend”. You just kind of… are that. It’s useful when you’re helping Chuubo out, or demonstrating good best friend skills. It gets you in trouble because it kind of makes you follow along with Chuubo. Finally, you have an Affliction – you Can Sense The Unreal. Illusions, disguises, and creatures from beyond existence always feel wrong to you, although you have a hard time telling exactly what it is that makes things unknown. You feel this way about yourself almost constantly, which is not exactly great for your calm. Your Emotion XP is “Awww”. When you do or say something that makes another player want to just give you a hug because it’s so sad, they can give you an XP. You can only get one XP per scene this way.
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Main Quest: The Call of Industry Since you realized that you weren’t quite real, you’ve been starting to get strange feelings about animals, tools, even ghosts. It’s like you can tell when something yearns to be more real than it is, and when this field trip starts you’re going to feel that way about the whole factory that you’re in. The factory wants to be alive again. It wants to work, and to be part of society. Someone is trying to destroy that, and obliterate the very concepts that the factory needs. You think maybe you need to help the factory be real again, just to feel better about yourself. When this quest ends, you will awaken the factory, restoring a bit of technology and hope to Old Molder, and incidentally opposing the plans of the Riders who’ve attacked the area. Or maybe it’ll all fall apart on you, but even then the factory will know that you tried. You can add the Bond, “The Factory loves me” to your character sheet! Side Quest: Class Rep Duties So, yes, there’s a sort of existential threat to Existence going on, but that doesn’t make your duties as class representative go away, you know? You’ve got to track students, manage the snacks, write up reports on what’s going on, mediate disputes, and generally help the teacher keep order (and also keep her from eating any of your classmates). This is going to be a bit more complicated when most of the class disappears, but you’re not going to let something like that stop you! Because you will be in a state of barely-restrained panic as long as you have duties on your checklist. Finishing this quest is a bit of a mixed bag, because it’s probably going to happen because you did a good job with your class rep duties, which means you’re going to think that you should keep doing things this way. You get to increase your Worrying skill to 2! So… yay? Basic Quest: Oh, No… You’re really starting to expect things to go wrong, which is giving you a bit of a complex. The middle of a really dangerous field trip is not making this situation better, and now you’re spotting danger around every corner. Once per scene, when you realize that something is about to go wrong in a big way, you can cover your eyes, maybe whimper a bit, and say, “Oh, no…” as you prepare for the worst. When you do, you gain an XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token – a special token that you can spend in order to regain all of your Will. You can only spend your Recharge Token once, so choose wisely!
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The Class Representative Emotion XP: Awww



Skills



Intention Chart



(Add Best Rating to Intention)






Student: 3 Fixing Things: 3



1



Worrying: 1 Continuing To Exist: 1



2



Connection [2]: Connection [2]:



3



Bonds



4



(Add +2 to Intention) People Must Want To Explore People Must Abandon Things They Don’t Need Strangers Must Act Worse Than They Really Are I Am Chuubo’s Best Friend



Affliction I Can Sense The Unreal Wounds Normal: Normal: Tough:



5 6 7 8 9+



attempt to do things, but only make things worse; use your Skill in such a fashion as to please yourself and make you happy; accomplish a task; have a tangible impact on the world; do something “correctly;” impress people around you; do something effective—something that moves you closer to your goals; do something productive—something that makes your life better. do something that looks dang good— impressive, dramatic, and cool; do something really effective, moving you a lot closer to your goals; do something really productive—it will make your life a lot better; do the “right thing,” for some fuzzy definition of right.



Intention: Will + A Skill + A Bond – An Obstacle



XP ACTIONS Science, Faith, and Sorcery: Propose a theory, and then test it out! Decisive Action: Decide on a course of action that can’t be taken back. Wicked Action: Take an action that you know is wrong. Be In Trouble: Get in serious trouble (physical, emotional, whatever). QUESTS Main Quest: The Call Of Industry



You want the factory to roar to life again…



Side Quest: Class Rep Duties



It’s important that you keep up with these.



Basic Quest: Oh No



Realize that everything is about to go wrong.
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Souen Shonen (or Shoujo) The Popular Kid You’re a handsome, athletic, musically-gifted teenager with a knack for cooking and an eye for fashion. You’re so cool that you’ve kept the Japanese naming convention (family name first), and no one even messes it up! You’re almost effortlessly good at everything that you do, and if that means you’ve never had to really push yourself, well, there’s nothing wrong with that, right? Honestly, it’s kind of more work than you prefer to be popular, even. You slack off constantly, and you always get away with that too, because you’re just too cool to land in detention. You’re friends with the delinquents and there’s always a student delighted to help you with your homework. Life is pretty great. What Makes You Different? Your popularity isn’t just natural charm. You are a modern-day “swan person”; a supernaturally beautiful soul, so charming and gifted that people can’t help but like you and want the best for you. Humans can mitigate this, if they’re upset enough, but the world itself loves you and wants to keep you from harm as a pure, innocent child. It’s pretty rare for humans to be swan people, and you aren’t sure you believe the spirits who claim you are one. It just seems kind of silly to you. Traits You have four Skills; these are the things that you’re most able to handle, that prove particularly productive and useful for you. You are technically a Delinquent. When you’re bucking authority, ducking out of things you don’t want to do, or finding good ways to relax, you can generally make it work. You are naturally Athletic, just generally good at all sorts of physical activity. You’re also naturally Artistic, able to draw, sing, or do all kinds of artistic achievements. And you’re really Charming; people just naturally like you! Now take a look to the left and the right. Write down the names of the characters sitting there; these are your best friends, and you have Connections to them. When you act to help or understand them, you can treat these as skills, and you probably care more about them than the other PCs. Next, you have a unique Bond, “I Always Look Cool”. No matter what messes you get in, it sort of looks like you’ve got it under control and you never look foolish. This can help you keep calm and impress people, or give you Will when you get in trouble and no one believes you need help. Finally, you have an Affliction – The World Keeps Me Safe. Nothing of the world can hurt you very much, and you’ve never really been seriously sick or injured. This doesn’t protect you perfectly from things that are from beyond the world, but the world will do its best. Your Emotion XP is “Fist Pump”. When you do or say something that really fires someone else at the table up, they can give you an XP. You can only get one XP per scene this way.
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Main Quest: The Last Temptation There is a darkness in this factory, and it is reaching out to consume you. You didn’t really care about this field trip. It seemed like it was going to be really boring. But there are people here, sort of – Riders, beings from beyond existence who want to end reality itself. They’re going to present a pretty compelling case that life is pain, and that if they could erode some of those painful things, the world would be better. No more stress. No more having to work to succeed. You could have your perfect life, and so could everyone else… Probably, this quest will end with you coming to realize that you need some hardship in your life, or that the costs of losing it aren’t worth what you gain. It’s slightly possible that you’re going to betray the other students and defect to the Bleak Academy, though, becoming an enemy of the world. Either way, you’re going to understand rule-breaking better, and your Delinquent skill will increase to 2. Side Quest: A Friend To Animals You really like animals. They’re not complicated, like people are, and you don’t have to put on a mask when you deal with them. You can just… hang out, with a stray dog, or a cute mouse, or even a snake. You’re a vegetarian, and you’ve managed to make that seem like just a cool part of your nature, but really it’s that you can’t bear to hurt things. And old factories in Old Molder are full of stray animals of all sorts. You’re going to be running into them, and helping them out. Completing this quest means that you don’t just like caring for animals, you’ve figured out how to be productive about it. You can add the skill “Friend to Animals 1” to your sheet. Basic Quest: Too Cool For School You’ve got a bit of a thing about your image. You always look cool, and part of that means not getting too worked up about kiddie stuff, or responding with honest emotion to situations, or admitting that you’re kind of freaking out right now. Once per scene, when you’d like to give a big emotional reaction to a situation, you can rein it in, and hold up a sign. On the front, facing the other players, is the phrase, “No big deal”. On the back, quietly facing you, is the phrase “This is really big!” When you do this, you gain 1 XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token – a special token that you can spend in order to regain all of your Will. You can only spend your Recharge Token once, so choose wisely!
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The Popular Kid Emotion XP: Fist Pump



Skills



Intention Chart



(Add Best Rating to Intention)






Charming: 3 Artistic: 2



1



Athletic: 2 Delinquent: 1



2



Connection [2]:



3



Connection [2]: Bonds



4



(Add +2 to Intention) People Must Want To Explore People Must Abandon Things They Don’t Need Strangers Must Act Worse Than They Really Are I Always Look Cool



Affliction The World Keeps Me Safe Wounds Normal: Normal: Tough:



5 6 7 8 9+



attempt to do things, but only make things worse; use your Skill in such a fashion as to please yourself and make you happy; accomplish a task; have a tangible impact on the world; do something “correctly;” impress people around you; do something effective—something that moves you closer to your goals; do something productive—something that makes your life better. do something that looks dang good— impressive, dramatic, and cool; do something really effective, moving you a lot closer to your goals; do something really productive—it will make your life a lot better; do the “right thing,” for some fuzzy definition of right.



Intention: Will + A Skill + A Bond – An Obstacle



XP ACTIONS Science, Faith, and Sorcery: Propose a theory, and then test it out! Decisive Action: Decide on a course of action that can’t be taken back. Wicked Action: Take an action that you know is wrong. Be In Trouble: Get in serious trouble (physical, emotional, whatever). QUESTS Main Quest: The Last Temptation



You’re being lured by the call of darkness.



Side Quest: A Friend To Animals



You just… you just really like them, okay?



Basic Quest: Too Cool For School



Keep pretending that nothing bothers you.
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Zoe (or Hugh) Rosewood The Chaperone You are a thoughtful, mature woman who teaches English at Town’s premiere (and only) high school. You have a bit of a temper, and your class frustrates you almost constantly, but you care deeply about your students and would put yourself in harm’s way for their safety. This field trip was your idea – a chance to show real poetry in action to a lot of spoiled kids in the hopes of giving them a new perspective on the universe. What Makes You Different? Your students say that you can be a bit of an ogre sometimes, and you take offense. You are all of an ogre, all of the time, and it’s deeply anthrocentric to say otherwise. As an ogre, you can be a giant and terrifying figure, but despite the rumours you’ve never actually eaten one of your students. Not because it would be cannibalism, of course. It’s perfectly right for ogres to eat humans, in the right circumstances. But it’s absolutely wrong for faculty to eat students. You feel very strongly about that. And despite some very substantial temptations, you’ve never eaten a parent, either, because you’re pretty sure that would violate school ethics. Traits You have four Skills; these are the things that you’re most able to handle, that prove particularly productive and useful for you. You are, of course, a Teacher. When you give instruction, look after students, or bark orders, it tends to go well. You’re incredibly Strong, able to lift and carry massive loads, and you are naturally good at Hunting, with keen senses and a gift for tracking. You are also very knowledgeable about Poetry. You wouldn’t think that this would be that useful, but you find ways to have productive discussions about it. Now take a look to the left and the right. Write down the names of the characters sitting there; these are the students you care most for, and you have Connections to them. When you act to help or understand them, you can treat these as skills, and you probably care more about them than the other PCs. Next, you have a unique Bond, “Ogre”. When you’re doing ogre things, you’re particularly likely to succeed, but being an ogre can get you in trouble more than you’d think. Finally, you have an Affliction – “I Can Digest Anything”. You can’t be poisoned or drugged, and even rocks and magical artifacts can be digested in your ogrish gut. Your Emotion XP is “Shiver of Terror”. When you do or say something that causes another player to shiver in fear, they can give you an XP. You can only get one XP per scene this way.
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Main Quest: Roaring Rampage of Revenge Someone has taken your students, and they are going to suffer. It’s not that you love the kids. They’re kind of infuriating. But you promised the principal that you would keep them safe! And anyone, you really hate when people mess with you, even if those people aren’t technically people. So you have one purpose in this field trip. When things go wrong, you intend to set them right, and you intend to do it using a very particular set of skills. You’ve always wondered what a Rider tastes like, anyway. At the end of this quest, you’ll probably save the kids, and more importantly you are going to beat up a lot of bad guys – unless something goes horribly wrong, and you’re left realizing that your kids got hurt because you were focused on fighting. But you’ll realize that the kids actually do kind of matter to you. You will gain the Connection “My Students” 2. This technically overrides all your existing Connections, but you don’t actually have to remove those. Side Quest: Duty of Care While the rampage of revenge is your primary concern right now, you do actually have to take care of those students that you have left. This mostly means running after them, keeping them out of trouble, and making attempts to behave as though you are still in control of a situation that has blatantly gotten out of hand. There will probably be a lot of yelling involved. You will assign detention and homework. And then some more yelling, but at heart you do want these kids to be safe. Finishing this quest just involves having made enough strides in taking care of the kids that the situation is no longer critical from a narrative perspective. It probably means becoming a better teacher, although it is possible that it will actually involve getting really tired and just giving up on pretending you still have a say in what’s going on. Either way, increase your Teacher to 3 to represent your newfound wisdom. Basic Quest: Teaching Moments You are a teacher, and there are life lessons to be found in everything, from a lecture about broken machinery, to a footrace against Riders, to a vicious fight. Once per scene, when you see a chance to explain how the things that you’ve been doing are actually a lesson you’re imparting to your students, you can give them that lesson and claim 1 XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token – a special token that you can spend in order to regain all of your Will. You can only spend your Recharge Token once, so choose wisely!
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The Chaperone Emotion XP: Shiver of Terror



Skills



Intention Chart



(Add Best Rating to Intention)






Strong: 2 Poetry: 2



1



Teacher: 2 Hunting: 2



2



Connection [2]: Connection [2]:



3



Bonds



4



(Add +2 to Intention) People Must Want To Explore People Must Abandon Things They Don’t Need Strangers Must Act Worse Than They Really Are I Am An Ogre



Affliction I Can Digest Anything Wounds Normal: Normal: Tough:



5 6 7 8 9+



attempt to do things, but only make things worse; use your Skill in such a fashion as to please yourself and make you happy; accomplish a task; have a tangible impact on the world; do something “correctly;” impress people around you; do something effective—something that moves you closer to your goals; do something productive—something that makes your life better. do something that looks dang good— impressive, dramatic, and cool; do something really effective, moving you a lot closer to your goals; do something really productive—it will make your life a lot better; do the “right thing,” for some fuzzy definition of right.



Intention: Will + A Skill + A Bond – An Obstacle



XP ACTIONS Science, Faith, and Sorcery: Propose a theory, and then test it out! Decisive Action: Decide on a course of action that can’t be taken back. Wicked Action: Take an action that you know is wrong. Be In Trouble: Get in serious trouble (physical, emotional, whatever). QUESTS Main Quest: Roaring Rampage of Revenge



You’re getting your kids back!



Side Quest: Duty of Care



Take care of the kids who are still around.



Basic Quest: Teaching Moments



Discover the poetry in unusual objects and situations.
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The Hollyhock God Running the Game Congratulations! You’ve decided to take on the role of Hollyhock God. I’m going to assume that you know a little bit more about Chuubo’s than the other players do, because someone at the table probably should, and instead of giving you general “how to run this game” advice, you’re getting advice on this specific story instead. What Is Going To Happen So, you’ve assembled three to six players, they’ve made their choices, and the game is beginning. What happens now? I’m glad you asked – here’s the background. There are these people – although they would hate for you to call them that, because they are not real. They are formally known as the Excrucians, and informally known as the Riders, and you can spot them by their eyes – endless black voids filled with falling stars. They destroyed most of existence, but their leader forged a truce with Town, and now they’re allowed to visit and even have an embassy. One of them is even a teacher at School, so the kids are pretty clear on their presence and beliefs. TThey do still follow the philosophy that existence is a mistake that causes pain, and everyone would be better off not being real, but they’ve stopped trying to destroy everything. Most of them. A handful of Riders have gone rogue, and are trying to secretly undermine Town by wiping out key concepts in advance of the war they believe is coming. Their first target is the concept of Industry. It’s already on pretty shaky ground in Town2, and the Riders are about to complete a ritual that will remove the idea of Industry from reality. Exactly what that will do is anyone’s guess, but it won’t be good for people who like factories and advanced technology, and will probably have some bad knock-on effects on science in general. Thanks in part to Chuubo’s wish yesterday, their plot is about to conclude today, and then a bunch of kids showed up, which was perfect because childhood innocence makes a great sacrifice in these sorts of rituals. And the kids will be better off without it, probably. Of course, the Riders weren’t expecting anyone to be here, and they don’t exactly have official backing, so they’re going to try to keep things quiet and round up the few kids who got away. This is not likely to go well for the Riders. By the end of this story, ideally, the players will have saved the concept of Industry, sent the Riders packing (or at least convinced them to back off) and saved everyone without any serious loss of innocence taking place. It’s possible that they will fail, but raise enough of a ruckus that someone more powerful comes to investigate, and the ritual will be stopped half-complete, leaving Industry damaged but not destroyed. It’s also possible that the players will decide to defect en masse to the Bleak Academy and obliterate reality, in which case… well, it’s a one-shot, so run it how you like. 2



Because Old Molder was destroyed in an earthquake, see.
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Running the Chapters As noted in the opening, “Field Trip” is designed to take between three and five chapters, depending on how quickly players take to the XP systems of Chuubo’s and move the plot along. Generally, I’m expecting a four-chapter game, but particularly invested players might get through faster, and if they take a while to grasp things, it might slow down. The following are rough guidelines to how the chapters should unfold: The first chapter of the game is the one in which everything goes wrong. The story opens as the school bus pulls up to the factory, having crossed the big yellow bridge and rolled to a stop on the factory’s top floor. Unlike most areas, everyone enters buildings in Old Molder from above; the ground is dangerous. In this chapter, the class enters the building, and then after a scene of basic hanging around the lights go out, and monsters appear, and when things settle down the PCs are the only ones left! PC action can save a couple of NPC students, but most of them will be captured. Edony and Shonen will have brief meetings with the opposition, but mostly things will be confusing. The first chapter ends when the first monsters are beaten, and the players decide to continue exploring or lay specific plans. The second chapter is about moving through the factory, exploring, and discovering the Riders’ plot. Some interesting scenes will involve technology going haywire, battles with Riderspawned nightmare monsters, and running into areas that are just straight-up falling apart. Near the culmination of the chapter, they can run into an injured student and an enemy Rider, leading to a confrontation (violent or otherwise). Remember to include more meetings with Edony and Shonen’s opponents, give Zoe a chance to get in fights, let Chuubo and Seizhi explore and mess with the factory, and let Rinley make everything more complicated. If, by the end of the second chapter, the players haven’t gotten at least 12 XP through their main quests, there should be a third chapter in which the PCs venture into the wild overgrown areas of the factory in search of information about the Riders or to bring the factory’s power generators back online. This chapter will involve more dangerous creatures, but will focus on the strangeness that is the lower levels of Old Molder, and will likely climax with chaos as the factory shudders under the attacks of the Riders. In the third (or fourth) chapter, the PCs will track down the Riders to their secret lair in the basement of the factory, free their captives, and either defeat them or convince them to give up on their plan. There will be grand confrontations, and this is a great chance to pay off everything. Ideally, this is also where people should be finishing their main quests, but they might end up with some leftover experience needed. If, at the end of the confrontation, people still haven’t finished their main quests, it’s time for the denoument. In this short fourth (or fifth) chapter, Zoe gathers up the students, the field trip is completed successfully, and the NPCs discuss what happened to them. Give lots of chances for people to finish up their quests and resolve their personal stories by talking about how things went down. If a PC still hasn’t finished their main quest… we’re sorry. I guess their story will have to end on an uncertain note.
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Missing Characters It’s likely that you’ll be running this game with fewer than six players. If that’s the case, and some of the major roles are left unfilled, the overall plot of the game won’t change, but specific details might. The characters will take on the roles of major NPCs, if you want them there, and fill in the background of the field trip. If no one is playing Chuubo, the goofy kid gets captured with everyone else and experiences the fun times of being a prisoner of the Riders (and he will have fun!) If Seizhi is in the game but Chuubo is not, Seizhi can use his Bond to go and save Chuubo instead of supporting him. Chuubo might even manage the occasional bit of information or advice; he’ll be more excited than scared to be a captive. If no one is playing Edony, she should be one of the NPCs left behind, and she’ll propose weird and probably wrong theories about what’s going on and be an enthusiastic supporter of terrible plans that the PCs put together. She will take on a much more passive role, though, and there won’t be an elf on the enemy team. It’ll just be normal Riders causing trouble. If no one is playing Rinley, you probably don’t want her around. She’s a bit too spotlightstealing for a main character. Have her skip school today because she saw something interesting. Let the teacher know she’s not there. If no one is playing Seizhi, he can also get captured, and will be with the other students trying to keep them calm and collected. Even though he’s the class rep, he’ll be pretty happy to go along with what other characters suggest. If Chuubo and Seizhi are both not around, you can probably just have Seizhi stay home today. If no one is playing Shonen, he will be captured, tempted, and probably start to turn. The players will have to socialize him back to the good guys’ team, or else beat him up a little bit if they’re feeling violent. He won’t do anything really bad, though, and he’s probably going to be pretty conflicted about the whole thing. If no one is playing Zoe, then she loses track of ALL of the students. She will occasionally pop up in the distance, trashing stuff, and yelling that everyone is in SO MUCH TROUBLE, but she won’t be able to be the driving anti-Rider force. Mostly she’ll be able to trim down the opposition to the point that the kids have a chance to fix things on their own, and she’ll be angry and worried a lot. Major NPCs Here are a few short NPC notes and options for the inhabitants of the factory, and their goals. None of them have to appear, but they may serve as useful points in scenes where the HG isn’t sure what to do. As with the rest of the game, major NPCs have their own Afflictions, but otherwise they’ll usually function as Obstacles mechanically. Students There are about twenty total students on the field trip, counting PCs; we’re not going to detail all of them, but we are going to give you five that you can insert as needed. Most of these students will appear briefly in the first chapter, then be captured and not seen again until the
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finale, but impressive action by a given PC (Intention 6+) should enable them to save one student when things go wrong. Don’t save too many students, or have some of them panic and go hide in the bus after being saved. It’s nice to have a couple of NPCs around, but you don’t want to become your own chorus. Anton Pavlovich: Anton Pavlovich is a very serious and schoolwork-focused student. He’s an honour student, and the assistant class rep for Seizhi (he would have gone for class rep, but he’s busy running the debate club, assisting at the Finance Committee, and serving as president of the Storm-Watching Society). He handles stress pretty well, by just kind of focusing more, but gets very nervous in captivity. Emilia Yancy: Emilia is very rich. She’s not the richest person in School, but her family runs a chain of shops in Arcadia and she always has the latest toys. She’s also pretty friendly, if a little bit superior sometimes, and has brought extra snacks for everyone on the bus. She doesn’t particularly like machinery, although she is looking forward to seeing any cool lizards or chimera in Old Molder. Hiro Sosunov: Hiro takes his duties as a member of the shrine families very seriously; his family protects the dreams of the people of Town, and he is studying hard to join them. As a result, he doesn’t have a lot of time for friends or School activities. He’s also not very good at his family magic, yet. Being in the factory is going to give him a wicked headache after a little bit, and he’s going to be very grumpy that he can’t help more. Hiro is probably the best candidate to be in danger from the Rider in Chapter 2; he tried to escape to get help, but got cornered. Maise Ikkaro: Maise is kind of a bully. Not a really mean one, but she pushes people around when she gets mad, which is a lot, and she thinks it’s funny to make snide comments and cast doubt on their ability to run a marathon. In a crunch, she’s going to be kind of scared and prone to only thinking about herself, but she’s not going to really try to hurt anybody. If Hiro was saved in Chapter 1, Maise is probably the best choice to be in danger in Chapter 2. Tanya Smith: Tanya is weirdly forgettable. Like, you just kind of forget that she’s around most of the time. She’s not mean or anything. Just… you know, quiet. She may be inspired to do something big at a critical moment, but will tend to mumble and fade into the background when other people are taking action. If the players save someone at random, it’ll probably be her. Riders By default, there aren’t a lot of Riders in this operation, because Riders are tough and dangerous. Include one Rider if Zoe is around, plus one Rider for every two players (round up), for a total of 2-4 Riders. If the Weird Kid is in play, one of them will always be the Starry-Eyed Elf, and if the Popular Kid is in play one of them will always be Lagartha Iris. Alouette Anderson: Alouette Anderson is not sure that this plan is a good idea, but he’s letting himself be carried along by the enthusiasm of his co-Riders. He’s not sure that enthusiasm is a good idea, either, since it smacks of existence, but that bridge seems to have been crossed a while ago. Alouette believes in the cause, but his specialty is uncovering people’s dark secrets on the grounds that secrets are knowledge that not everyone has, which is bad. The idea of skulking
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around to secretly undermine the treaty with Existence strikes him as kind of worrying; a corruption of the pure ideals of the Bleak. Still, sacrifices must be made for the greater good, and so far the other Riders are keeping him convinced. Alouette should only be included if there are at least three Riders; he’s especially useful if you had to round up, since he’s a little more swayable than the others. Alouette possesses a terrible Affliction: “I Can See The True Nature Of All Beings”. It doesn’t work on his fellow Riders, because they don’t exist, but it lets him understand when he’s being lied to or tricked. Berila Everdun: Berila Everdun, the Stone That Weeps, is likely the Rider who first conceived of this idea and brought it to her friends. She is particularly incensed at the nature of Creation; she views change as destruction, and believes that people shouldn’t fear death because they are dying over and over every moment. She is part of this plan because Industry as a concept annoys her deeply; it is a perfect example of the malaise of Creation, and she wishes it gone. Berila is defined by the Affliction: “I Never Truly Change”. Anything that would alter her nature, including permanent wounds or life lessons, ultimately melts away. She might be convinced that her plan can’t work, but she won’t be convinced that it shouldn’t. Lagartha Iris: Lagartha Iris, the Dream-Pirate, is probably the leader of this expedition. She once existed, but was disgusted by the nature of compromise and the messiness of life, and so cast aside her reality to join the Bleak Academy as a Magister of the College of Dreams and Nightmares. Her nature is to force people to become what they claim to be, and burn away all of the complicated bits that make us real, and not simple clichés. She is particularly interested in the Popular Kid, in whom she senses the same frustration at all of the ways that the world pulls us in every direction. Lagartha possesses the Affliction “I Am Never Conflicted Or Complicated”. You can talk to her, and even potentially convince her that she can’t succeed at a course of action, but you can’t make her doubt herself. The Starry-Eyed Elf: The Starry-Eyed Elf is generally an elf with the opposite gender and name of the Weird Kid. For simplicity, we’re going to call him Luther for now. He’s very young to be a Rider, having skipped a few grades, and he’s really excited and nervous to be part of this grand experiment. Luther tries to be really suave, but he’s actually kind of a geek at heart and tends to get over-dramatic in ways that aren’t really impressive. On the other hand, he does have the powers of a Rider at his disposal, so it’s not a great idea to make him angry. Luther always has the Affliction “I Can Appear and Vanish at Will”. This means that the PCs can’t really trap him, although they can stop his plans. When he vanishes, he actually has to leave the scene and not come back immediately. The Riders also have night-minions; creatures that don’t properly exist, creating by corrupting the factory’s nature to create what are basically tech-zombies. A set of minions might appear at the climax of Chapter 1, and another two or three are likely to appear in Chapter 2. It’s probably that there will be minions with the Riders at the climax, but they’re likely to be sorts that the players have already met. A few possibilities are listed below: Cog-Goblins: These crawling monsters appear to be humanoid at a glance, but are in fact built, carefully, out of trash and rusted gears, assembled into clockwork contraptions about three
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to four feet tall. They scrabble along walls and ceilings, nose-valves flaring open and shut as camera-eyes telescope towards prey, and are heralded by the sound of metal scraping on metal. The cog-goblins serve the Riders faithfully, if not loyally, and they patrol the factory in search of intruders and monsters from the outdoors. They are vicious and cowardly in nature, with fragments of personality papered over a soulless core of orders, but they aren’t very bright and can be tricked. It is faintly possible that the Class Rep could even fix one up, making it no longer a servant of the Riders. Clockroaches: Built out of scraps of shattered metal and bits of broken machinery, the clockroaches were created by the start of the Riders’ ritual, and are now on the loose. They swarm across the factory, each one ticking in perfect harmony as they pull apart machines to construct more roaches from. Even other night-minions aren’t safe from their predations; the PCs may first encounter them tearing apart a pack of cog-goblins. While the swarm is spreading and breaking up as it goes, there is likely to be one main swarm in the factory, plus a handful of small breakaway groups; if the main swarm is destroyed, it will badly slow down their ability to spread. Dead Wires: The factory has been poisoned, and the dead wires are the veins pumping corrosive damage through its walls. They extend out from power sockets, creeping along the floor, twisted cables of metal and black intestinal tubes, sneaking through shadows to attack living targets of flesh or electricity. They attempt to plug into their prey, pressing spectral blades that suck the electricity from your body or from the machinery, and they have a dark cunning to them. The dead wires can be fought; in fact, since they have to extend from the wall, it’s not that hard once you know they’re there. But they are hard to really stop, unless you can track them back to the corrupted anti-heart built from a power transformer on the third level, and strike at it directly. Be wary. They will not go lightly. The Hard Press: In one corner of the factory, a series of presses have been corrupted and twisted, and instead of pressing machine parts, are pressing reality into nonreality. They are heralded by the cold; they take in heat and light, stamp it, melt it down, and replace it with physical shapes of cold and darkness that are slowly building up and radiating out of the room. The PCs will likely encounter the cold first, and follow it to its source; it is not directly hostile, but the shadows are dangerous to touch and be around. This is an excellent place for a Rider to try to tempt or confront a major character, distracting them while they figure what, if anything, to do about this grim machine. Monkey Wrenches: The Riders gathered up the abandoned tools slowly rusting across the factory, and gave them a hateful life. The Monkey Wrenches are composed of a pair of tools, mostly wrenches and screwdrivers, attached together at a jointed hip. The wrenches are flopping their way through the factory, creating hazardous areas and traps by assembling devices and unscrewing stairs, wall panels, and elevator cables. They are fueled by a general hatred of the world for abandoning them, and can potentially be handled with kindness and love. Local Inhabitants There aren’t really any humans living in the factory, not since the earthquakes, but there are a collection of spirits and animals that the PCs might run into, especially if they venture outside in Chapter 3. Here are a few possibilities:
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Kasimir: Kasimir was once the foreman at Happy Times, and he was a miserable, angry man who made the lives of his workers equally hard out of mistrust and cheapness. On the day of the earthquake, he was hiding in the factory, setting up cameras to spy on the staff, and he was crushed by a falling wall and killed instantly. He was reported as one of the many missing, and that was the end of that for the world. But not for Kasimir, who rose as a ghost shortly afterward. Kasimir was at first shocked, and then dejected, to realize that no one was looking for him, and indeed that he couldn’t leave the factory because no one beyond it cared enough about him for him to manifest around them. At first, he was angry, but now he’s just morose. He’s also pretty torn about this whole Rider business; the destruction of the factory might let him pass on, but he hates to see it end like this… The Ghosts In The Machine: The factory is dying, but it is not dying easily. Its throes are giving life to the spirits of the many tools, toys, and devices that were once constructed here; small, glowing spirits that drift through the air, metaphorically tied to their old natures. Cassette-ghosts play back speeches from other parts of the building. Widget-ghosts try to bind objects together. Ghostly lights still burn within shattered bulbs, happily illuminating the area and revealing other spirits within the light that they cast. These ghosts are not very smart, but they care deeply about their territory and are terrified of the Riders. They might be pressed into service as allies, especially if it seems that they might get new life as the factory is restored. Gnome Moles: A family of gnome moles have burrowed into the factory from gardens outside, and have turned part of it into a burrow. These moles are almost two feet long, with red fur on their heads and delicate claws, and have the ability to turn invisible and warp the light to create mild illusions. They are territorial, but not carnivorous. They are also very confused by the monsters moving through the factory, and may attack if provoked or intruded on, especially if their illusions fail. The Bandersnatch: A vicious hunter that roams the gardens just outside the factory, the Bandersnatch has six legs with curved claws, a large mouth filled with teeth, a lashing grey tongue and four blinking eyes. It moves rapidly across the grounds, slipping from bush to trash pile to act as an ambush predator. This one, however, was badly hurt when it made the mistake of trying to eat a Rider. It is now injured and dripping purple blood, and doesn’t have enough energy to really tear anyone apart. If healed, it will have affection for the person who helps it, and hatred for the Rider who hurt it. Pyremoths: The upper levels of the factory house pyremoths – beautiful, glowing moths that respond to danger by erupting into flame, setting everything around them on fire as they flee for safety. They are natives of Old Molder, and not Rider-creatures, and they keep attacking clockroaches that they mistake for food sources. The Pyremoths are mostly nesting near old power converters and engines, and are extremely curious and friendly – unless something very sudden and loud happens, in which case it’s time to burst into flame and fly in all directions.



Quest Cards



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You get pulled into a machine and temporarily transformed! ☐ You save someone or stop a bad guy by triggering a machine. ☐ Someone you care about gets hurt because you’re paying more attention to the field trip than to them. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You touch something after being told not to.  You run away from an authority figure.  Something catches on fire.  Someone spends at least ten full seconds yelling at you.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You help your friend with an emotional crisis. ☐ Your new friend tells you they never want to see you again. ☐ You fail to help an existing friend because you’re too busy helping your new friend. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You learn something about your new friend.  Your new friend asks you to join them on a task.  You give a speech about friendship.  Your new friend helps you out when you need it.



Everyone always acts like the world is huge and complicated, but you’re pretty sure that there are simple reasons for things to happen. People just get kind of worked up about everything. Once per scene, when the situation gets complicated and people start to disagree, you can try to react to the strangeness by finding something simple and easy that you think might be at the root of things. When you do, claim 1 XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You have a chance to defeat the Starry-Eyed Elf, and don’t take it. ☐ You persuade the Starry-Eyed Elf to let you do something important. ☐ The Starry-Eyed Elf is killed or badly hurt in your presence. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You talk to the starry-eyed elf about your shared past.  You frantically deny his or her existence to someone.  The Starry-Eyed Elf hurts another PC.  You admit that they have a point about something.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You get hurt saving someone from harm. ☐ Another PC takes credit for something that you did. ☐ You explode and yell at everyone about all the times that you’ve saved them. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You protect someone from monsters.  You deal with a threat that no one else spots.  You pretend that everything is fine when it clearly isn’t.  Someone gets hurt even though you’re trying to help them.



You are not from around here, and even when you try to cover up that fact and behave just like everyone else, you end up messing up, referencing something from your young childhood that you half-remember as delightful but everyone else thinks is scary, or not knowing a common thing that everyone else bonds over, or not understanding that something is really, really dangerous. Once per scene, when something scary or worrying happens, you can react with delight and explain how this is just like back home, and claim 1 XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You push your chosen one into a dangerous situation and don’t help them out. ☐ Your chosen one saves the day in a big way. ☐ Someone else steals the chosen one’s thunder. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You give a speech about destiny and power.  Your chosen one gets in a fight with you.  Your chosen one gets hurt.  You have to save your chosen one from harm.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ A major storyline has a satisfying narrative conclusion. ☐ You engineer an amazing and unexpected plot twist. ☐ You turn some little thing that keeps happening into a plotcritical event. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You refuse to do the logical thing because it’s not interesting.  You correctly predict an event based on what makes the most narrative sense.  You appear dramatically from out of nowhere.  You help someone complete one of their quests.



You are a delinquent, but you aren’t mean-spirited. In fact, you really want everyone else to be happy, and while you like teasing people, you don’t like hurting them. Because of that, when people are honestly upset, you will always try to make them feel better. Once per scene, when someone is sad, scared, or angry, you can start goofing off, offering comfort, or otherwise trying to make them feel better. You have to go a little bit over-the-top, though! You can’t just give someone a hug, you have to find a big way to make them feel better. When you do, you may claim 1 XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You bring a whole area of the factory online. ☐ A section of the factory is utterly destroyed. ☐ You get confused and spend a whole scene thinking that you’re a part of the factory. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You work on fixing up a broken machine.  You convince one of the Rider-tech creatures not to hurt you.  You get absolutely covered in grease or oil.  Something that you fixed proves useful.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You have a minor breakdown over all of your work. ☐ Another PC asks for your advice about something important, and then takes it! ☐ You hand out homework even though you aren’t a teacher. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You take attendance.  You fill out worksheets instead of dealing with real problems.  You hand out snacks and water.  Everyone ignores you when you have an idea.



You’re really starting to expect things to go wrong, which is giving you a bit of a complex. The middle of a really dangerous field trip is not making this situation better, and now you’re spotting danger around every corner. Once per scene, when you realize that something is about to go wrong in a big way, you can cover your eyes, maybe whimper a bit, and say, “Oh, no…” as you prepare for the worst. When you do, you may claim 1 XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You have a long conversation with a Rider. ☐ You beat a Rider so thoroughly that they surrender, run away, or even die. ☐ You join the Riders, and it lasts for more than a scene. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You complain about your life.  You have a non-violent meeting with a Rider.  You don’t help someone because helping is hard work.  Another PC slaps or hits you and you don’t fight back.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ An animal that you saved saves you in turn. ☐ You put yourself at serious risk to help an animal out. ☐ Something that you try to save can’t be helped. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You admit that a living thing is cute.  An animal hops onto your shoulder.  You share your food with an animal.  You carry on a goofy conversation with an animal before remembering how uncool that looks.



You’ve got a bit of a thing about your image. You always look cool, and part of that means not getting too worked up about kiddie stuff, or responding with honest emotion to situations, or admitting that you’re kind of freaking out right now. Once per scene, when you’d like to give a big emotional reaction to a situation, you can rein it in, and hold up your sign. On the front, facing the other players, is the phrase, “No big deal”. On the back, quietly facing you, is the phrase “This is really big!” When you do this, you may claim 1 XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You utterly destroy a group of Rider-minions. ☐ You save a student who has been captured or hurt. ☐ You have a violent one-on-one fight with a Rider. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You react with violence without waiting to talk.  You yell really, really loudly about how mad you are.  You eat something that you killed.  You try and fail to murder a Rider.



Major Goals: The HG can award you 5 XP when:



☐ You let a bad guy escape to save one of your students. ☐ You lose track of all of your students for at least a full scene. ☐ You give a slightly halting speech about how everything is going to be okay, to at least three students. You can claim two of these triggers, for a total of 10 XP.



Quest Flavour: 1/chapter, you can earn a bonus XP towards this quest when:  You threaten to eat a student.  You give a student detention.  A student ignores your instructions but is okay anyway.  You do something that puts a student in danger, then have to undo it.



You are a teacher, and there are life lessons to be found in everything, from a lecture about broken machinery, to a footrace against Riders, to a vicious fight. Once per scene, when you see a chance to explain how the things that you’ve been doing are actually a lesson you’re imparting to your students, you can give them that lesson and claim 1 XP towards this quest. When you finish this quest, the HG will give you a Recharge Token.
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